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1ST AIR CAVALRI DIVISION 
APO 96490 

iOTAKWC 30 December 1967 

OTJECTi   Caabat Operations aftar Action Eopcrt - Battle of TAM QTJAH. 

TO: Soo Distribution 

6*7X199 

1. (»*)   .fl£B$&v8H-    Cpcratioa PE2SHJNG. 

2. (TJ)   ?3}?I0D CCVSiai,3    C61630 December 1967 - 202400 December 1967. 

3. (U)   &&£2£KIv    TAM QUAN, HG*I MHO» District, BUK D23 
JVovipc©.^ JOT, 

4. (U)   |^ÄB^^^.^E£5'    1st Brigade, 1st Air Cavalry Division. 

5. (U)   BBS3aSBSL^SS&>    Ccl.or.ol DonaU V. Rattan, CO, 1st £de, 1st AGD. 

6,  (c)  TASK ac^?ATcTpM> 

a. 6-10 December 
1st Bde, 1st AOD 
ACav fit, A 1-5? Koch (eff 081245 Dec) 

* T? 1-Ä Cav 
1-8 Cav 
2 ACav Pits, A 1-50 Mech (1 Pit eff 061700 Dec 

to CS12/*5 Dae 67? 
D 1-50 Mech (eff C73.230 Dec to 101530 Ttec  67) 
A Troop 1-9 Cav (06175" - C62025 Dec 67) 
2 See, C 4-60 Artv (AV) 
A, eth £ngr (-) (-with 6 D7 Dozers 19th Engr) 

2-8 Cav 

T? 1-15 Cav (eff 0QC930 Dec 67) 
D 1-50 Mach (eff 1X630 Dec 67) 

1-50 Mech (-) (T? DXPHItf) (Received 0S0S00 Dec 67) 
B 1-50 Mech (rolwuid 100630 Dec 6?) 
3 1-3 Cav (S911CO Sec to Ü.0073C 5oc 67/ 
C 3.-3.2 (C915V- Dec to 3.0L719 3»o 67} 

Downgrade* At 3 Yeftr jjr.terrals 
Declassified After 12 TteaiTS 

■   ■ in mm ..     ■ •,; 
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cr.rv4 ' AL 
b.   11 - 14 Docssiber 

1st Edc, lot ACD 
ACAV Fit, A 1-5C Hash 
1-8 Cav 

2-8 Cav 

TF 1-12 Cav 
B I-;0 Mech (released 14OS0O Dec) 

A, 8th Engr (-•) 

1-50 Mach (-) (released 140ÖO0 Dec) 
C 1-C Cav (eff 111045 - 130730 Dec) 

c# 15-13 December 
let Bde, 1st ACD 
ACav Pit, A 1-50 Mech 

1-C Cav 

TF 2-8 Cav 
C l-£0 Mech (off 161400-Dec) 

TF 1-12 Cav 

A (-) 1-50 Jfech (off 151455 Dec) 

C 1-50 Hfcch- <eff 160945 - 161400-Boc) .*.\° 

A, 8th Sngr (-/ 

d. 19 >-20 Dec 
1st Bdo, 1st ACD 

ACav Pit, A 1-50 Mech 

1-8 Cav (-D, 191707 - 2C1A46 Dec) 

TF 2-6 Cav 

D 1-8 Cav (eff 191707 - 201446 Dec) 
C 1-50 Koch 

TF 1-12 Cav 
A (-) ?w-50 Mech 

e. let R2e, 3 at nGD attached unit3 06 - 20 Doc 6?. 
(1) ACav Fit, A 1-50 Mech (eff 083P45 Dec) 
(2) 1st Pit, 5i-5th II? Co 
(3) 1st Co, 2?2d N??F B?. 
(4) Z Sqd?, JL-fch JDsf Scout Drg Pit 
(5) Tra, .13 ta ,Sjt? 
(6) Tn, 245th Psyo?3 Co 
(7) Tm, mötel, 191öt JC Det 
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7. (C)    SuTPQRTINS TOCBS« 

A, 8th Kngr (DS> 
2-0.9 Arty (105) (OS) 
2-20 Ait;/ (ARä) (GS) 
7-13 Arty (105) (-B Btry, GSR 2-19 Arty) 
3(-} 7-15 Arty (8») (GSR 2-1? Arty) 
C 1-30 Arty (155) (GSR 2-19 Arty) 
B ft C Co, 228th AH3 
A Co, 229th AHB 
Pathf.ix.cter Tm3, Hth Avn Gp 
Ln Sec, Hth Avn Gp 
TACP 
A Co, 15th Mad 3n 
A Det, 2?th Meint Bn 
2d FS3, l3t ACD Spt Cmd 
4 Sect, 3 1-29 Arty (TAB) (CPC0N) 
4 Sqds, 3 41st Arty if AW) 
7th Air Force (TACAZR) 
19th Engr (Bulldozer Support) 

8. (C) PIMJEENGS, 

a. During the last week of November ?.ni the first part of 
December thero wsrs many indications thnr**. significant combined VC/22d 
EVA Regimen!:, operations were being planned for the BONG- SON Flairs 
area. There were many agent reports scicernirig this, and other 
intelligence indicated that the ,?2d EVA Rsgimental Headquarters moved 
into the TAM QJAN (3S 893086) area on or about 2 December. By 5-6 
December reports of ma4ior attacks bein<? planned an TAM QUJVN and ARVN 
installations and bridges slang Hwy 1 between B0HG SON and TAM QUAN 
were sw3llj.ng in volume. 

b. Proving attach: on the bridges and the AR7N installations 
along Hv?y 1 increased in intensity during the period 1-4 December, The 
euV^ißtrj et headquarters at 'jtaft QJJAS tnd the ARVN base at LZ ?CM 
(BS 399087) both received ground at kicks on the raght of 4 December. 

c. During the buildup period, aerial surveillance of the entire 
BONG SON Plain was intensified by scout3 of the 1st Brigade and the 
1-9 Cavalry Squadron. Ground search operations by the 40th ARVN Regiment 
and the 1st Brigade were increased in tejupo. However, no firm contact 
was made with NVA units nor could they be accurately located. 

d. Late in the afternoon of 6 December, the 1st Brigade 
received an intelligence report indicating tbst tä» 22d K7A Regimental 
Hoadquarters «as located in the #3th ARVN area approximately 1500 meters 
south of LZ TOM* Scout helicopters from A Troop.« 1-? Cavalrj Scuadrru 
¥wre sent to investigate and immediately spotted an antenna and ;ecsiv«d 
uwJt arms fire. A Troop air assaulted an infantry platoon ia the 
vicinity (BS 897071) At 1630 hours 1 howeverA ift Mfc ixoieäl<at%3y jptatna 
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dovn by intense energy small ar&s «tf antarctic w-wpons fire and unable 
to move. At 1655 hours the 1-9 Cavalry Squadron inserted the weapons 
platen of D Troop to reinforce tho platoon of A Troop oud it also wan 
pinned down and unable to rave« Elements of the 22d NVA Begtajfci* wore 
finally pinpointed and the JBatt?.e of T/IC.QM .began. 

9. (C) KHSSffl. F^s and destroy the 22d KVA Regia&nt. 

10. (C) CCJOaSPT OF. OtfffofllQltö. Ths lot 3de utilises jaochaaiBcI ' 
forces, for armorer! prctratitc** c?.e firepowsffj and organic ffianaaver 
units to- overrun -and * destroy- the- eneny once he. is.-fiasd.' All available- 

* air and artül»?ry fires aco utilized to drive the enemy -frosLUs 
prepared, positions or to destroy hlri in. ois p^^^-0213 prior to ail 
attacks. Use of riot control agent 05 naphasi/5ßd in the preps in 
conjunction Kith artillery*-and air fires. Other allied forces and 
organic and attached units used on the periphery of contact ereas to 
inhibit the escape of tiw-enony. Detailed p3.anni£g ana execution of 
artillery blocking .fire3, fires.in the objective area arid illusiir-ation- 
for night operations is necessary. Contact with the enoiqy must be 
maintained bull if lost immediate pursuit 1:10t be executed by fire, 
aerial surveillance.acid by aansuver units. Thorough police of all 
contact areas is essential following the defeat and-expulsion of the 
enery. Priority of all fir=;3 to the. attach;-; units. 

11. (c) CTSCUTICK, 

a. Maneuver. 

(1) 6 Dec: (Tab A) At 1725 hours the 1st Brigade assumed 
control of the action and the 1st Bn> ßth Cav was directed to land forcos* 
and destroy the enemy forces :la tho c"xea4 13/ 1SC0 hour« B 1-8 Gav had 
air aasaultod into the contact area at Itf 897071 and was joined by cne^ 
ACAV Platooa of A 1-^0 Mech that hod been moved from LZ ENGLISH.    " ' ' 
After landing, B 1-3 attacked to *.ho  e*nt, supported by the APC^S of 
the ACAV Platoon but wa3 unable to penetrate the enesy positions which 
w?re well prepared and completely hidden in the dense undergrowth. Using- 
the APCls and in a coordinated effort with A 1-9, 1-8 Cav, xas able 
to extract tho two cavalry squadron platoons, that had made the initial.. „ 
contact, by 2100 hours. After the extraction of the two cavalry 
squadron platoons, 3 1-8 established their night perimeter with the  ■ ••■ 
ACAV Platoon, Continuous illumination was provided by flareships, 
Mocncbije and Spooky and by 2200 hours the small arcs and automatic 
weapons ftee hoi ceased. Continuous artillery support pounded the 
area of contact throughout the night and blocking fires interdicted the- * 
enercy routes cf egress. 

fy) 7 bee: (Tab B) At 0725 hours, a CS prop by ABA hit .the 
contact area,'followed by an artillery TOT. By C?15 hours; all elements 
of A J.-S Cav had completed thc:ur air assault to a secur« XL vicinity 
BS 695073 to join in the aitacfc, «nothor ACAY E3latoß»..aös!.th« 2 £tater 
.Section* hem VL LCBSX joined the forces in coafcact at £653 hemra. 

4 
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3y 0915 hours, Companies B and C, 2-3 Car had connoted their *ir assault 
to BS 935065 and BS 930075, respectively, to inhibit the enemy »s escape 
to the east, Meanwhile, an AKVK force consisting of on3 company of the 
1st Bn, 40th Regt, one Regional Force Company and one iüPC Troop was 
conducting operations north of the area of contact above tho C-3 E-W 
grid li.no between highway 1 and the South China Sea to inhibit enemy 
movement to the north, -mother ABVN force, consisting of the 4th B.1 
(-), 40th Regt and one company of the 3<i Bn, 40th Regt, v;as conducting 
operation,-' to the south below the Oc E-VJ grid ?ine. At 0915 hours the 
attack to tlie east by 1-3 Cav began. Stiff resistance from the well 
prepared enemy positions halted the advance and the forces were pulled 
back to -How more artillery, CS, AHA and Tac Air Strikes to hit the 
area. D 1-50 Mech was released from 2d Brigade OPCON to 1-8 Cav at 
1230 hours. At I/4O6 hours,, A and B Companies 1-C Cav with -'flame 
thrower APC»S again attached the enemy positions and successfully 
penetrated the initial bunker an.d trench network. The flamethrower^ 
were especially useful in neutralizing tho bunkers and trenches, Two 
D-7 bulldozers were brought into the contact area to begin destruction 
of the bunkers and tranches a:*d to construct a causeway across the 
marshy rice paddy areas for use by the APC'o, To the east the two 
companies of 2-8 Cav had only sporadic contaeö throughout the day as 
they pushed to the west, At 1645 hours., the CP of C Company was pinned 
down by inter.se automatic VM-C:IS f\re while crossing a rice paddy 
vicinity BS 922072. The CP was finally extracted at 1900 hours and 
joined the rest of the company at their night location. The ARVN 
force conducting screening operations to the north of the area of 
contact was engaged in heavy contact throughout the day with enemy 
forces trying to escape to the north. The £?IVN force conducting the 
screening operation to the south had no contact. At la3t light all 
units were established in their night positions. 

(3) 8 Dec: (Tab C) At 0745 hours, C 1-8 Cav air 
assaulted to BS 895072 to relieve B 1-8 Cav in the contact area. 
At 0815 hours, an artillery TOT hit the enemy positions vicinity 
BS 899072. The TOT was followed by an air strike and another 
artillery TOT. A highly effective CS attack was then used driving 
the enemy from their bunkers and truiches into an artillery TOT and 
twenty three enemy were killed as verified by aerial scouts. At 0845 
hours D 1-50 Mech began a reconnaissance in force to the east edge 
of the village encountering light resistance. They pushed east and 
north to vicinity BS 904073 and then returned to the starting point. 
After an intensive CS and artillery preparation, J>   1-50 Mech and 
A and C 1-8 Cav conducted a coordinated attack east and north, 
finding many destroyed bunkers and enemy killed by artillery and air 
strikes. The companies swept b?.ck through the same area, policing 
the battlefield, and returned to their night perimeter at 1530 hours. 
At 1130 hours the Hq 1-50 Mech and B, 1-50 Mech became OFCOK to the 
1st Brigade end were sent to IZ ENGLISH North, a secure frea, to 
proper for employment. At 1245 hours the two ACAV platoons of A. 
1»«?$ tt&h were released from the area of contact and returned to 
IZ GffiBUX and LZ ENGLISH respectively i-o assume their defensive 
Foetroes* the t&o complies of the 2-6 Civ had only light resistance 
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from snipers throughout the day and at 1520 hours, were air assaulted 
to vicinity BS 876114 in response to an intelligence report indicating 
the 9th Bn, 22d SJVA Regjjnent wa3 located in that area. The companies 
established numerous ambushes and sent out Killer Teams but had no 
contact. The ARVN 40th Regiment continued their screening operations 
north and south of the DAI D0N3 battlefield. The northern screening 
force, composed of two companies of the 4th En, one Regional Forces 
Company and one APC Troop, had no contact with enemj forces during 
the day. The southern ev.rconing force, composed of one company of the 
3d Bn engaged the 3th Bn, 22d KVA Regiment vicinity B3 905052. This 
engagement ended at 1500 hours. Two companies of the 4th Bn were 
airlifted to the contact at 1650 hours to reinforce the company in 
contact and an ARVN APC Troop moved into the area. 

(4) 9 Dec: (Tab C) A u C 1-8 Cav and D 1-50 Mcch began 
the final sweep through DAT. DONG at 0#45 hours after heavy artillery 
and CS strikes, There was Little enemy resistance during the sweep 
and the southern edge of the village was reached at 1530 hours. The 
force returned to the northwestem edge of the village and established 
their night positions vicinity B3 898073 c A 1-4J was airlifted from 
that location at 1630 hours and returned to 1Z ENGLISH. B 1-50 moved 
out of LZ ENGLISH North at 0700 hours under control of Task Force 
"Dolphin" $-50 Meoh (-07 *zd hsaisd toward the beach vicinity BS 
926C79 where it would link up with 3 1-8 Cav, which air assaulted 
15GQM north of that location at 1102 houro. C 1-12 Cav, which had 
arrived from DAK TO at 1240 hours, air assaulted to vicinity BS 927122 
at 1541 hours and became OPCON to Task Force Dolphin at that time. 
C 1-12 Cav established a blocking position to prevent the enemy from 
using the beach as en escape route to the north. D 1-12 Cav, which 
had arrived from DAK TO at 1050 hours, air assaulted to vicinity 
BS 926079 and became CPCON to Task Force Dolphin. The 2-8 Cav 
continued to search for the 9th Hr., 22d BVA Regiment in the E0*IG SON 
Plain west of highway 1 but failed to make contact. The southern 
screening force of the ARVN 4Cth Regiment, composed of the 3d BN (-), 
4th Bn (-) and one APC Troop cane under attack by elements of the 8th 
Bn, 22d 87A Regiment at 052Ö hours. The attack was repulsed but 
sporadic to heavy contact continued throughout the day vicinity ES 905050.. 

(2?) 10 Dec: (Tab C) At approximately 0900 hours the 
Commanding Officer of the ACth ARVN Regiment.-reported -that 
civilians were seen running from the village of T-flJONG LAM fe) 
(BS 925055). TF 1-12 relieved TF DOLFKIN of command of#the Task 
Force and its AO. B 1-12 Cav tor assaulted to vicinity'BS 926079 at 
0852 hours and joined D 1-32 Cav tnd B 1-50 Mech. TF 1-12 *Cav was 
directed to turn B 1-50 Mech south and search TRU0NG LAM (1). At 
0925 hours B 1-50 Hech moved southwest toward TRUONG UM (1). B 
1-12 began a search to the west. D 1-12 Cav continued to search and 
destroy vicinity E3 923079, seeking elements of the 7th Bn. 22d NVA 
Regiment, that were pur.pected to h&v* either own, in that direction. 
At 1055 hours, while a^roacbirr, TRIKRG L££ (1), B i-50 Kc«h cane 
under intense small aros and automatic weapons fire. B 1-12 Cav 
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maneuvered to the right (west) flank and C 1-12 Cav air assaulted 

at 1220 hours to BS 932055 to close the left flank. Three coordinated 
attacks by the three companies were made on the enemy positions during 
the course of the afternoon, each being made after intensive artillery 
preparation. At 1650 hours the companies broke contact and established 
their night positions tvhile artillery continued to hit the enemy 
positions throughout the night under illumination by flare ships. A 
& D 2-8 Cav were air assaulted to ER 963964 and BS 925996, respectively^ 
at 1136 hours and 1106 hours to block enemy escape routes into the 
CAY GIEP Mountains. At 0500 hours a combined force of the 3d Bn (-.), 
4th Bn (-), 40th ARVN Regiment and one APC Troop located at BS 9H04Ö 
were attacked from the north by elements of t-id 8th Bn, 22d NVA Regiment. 
The attack was repulsed with ARA, US Artillery and SPC0KY providing 
supporting fires. The ARVN force attacked north four times beginning 
at first light and inflicted heavy casualties on the 8th Bn. At 1545 
hours D 1-50 Mech joined the ARVN forces and participated in the fifth 
and final assault of the day at 1600 hours. D 1-50 Keen remained 
OPCON to TF DOLPHIN; however, close coordination between the commanders 
of the ARVN 40th Regiment and TF Dolpliin in a command and control 
helicopter above the battlefield controlled and coordinated the combined 
attack. The 1-3 Cav moved to and conducted search and destroy 
operations in the BONG SON Plain west of Highway 1 attbmpting to make 
contact with the 9"th Bn, 22d NVA Regiment; however, no significant 
sightings or contacts were made. 

(6) 11 Dec: (Tab D) TF 1-12 Cav initiated an attack 
against TRUCNG LAM (2) from the north at 0715 hours after an intense 
artillery TOT and CS strike. Resistance was sporadic throughout 
the day and the contact was broken by noon. Further to the north 
in the vicinity of BS 920078, D 1-12 was in light contact throughout 
the day, 2-8 Cav continued to be positioned to inhibit er.ery escape 
to the CAY GIEP Mountains. Ambush elements of D 2-8 Cav located at 
BS 926048 had contact with an unknown sized enemy force at 2215 hours 
and 2245 hours. The enemy was moving from north to south attempting 
to escape when contact was mads with the ambush elements. 1-8 Cav 
continued to search for the 9th Bn. 22d NVA Regiment in the area west 
of Highway 1. The Bn had no significant sightings or contacts 
throughout the day. TF DOLPHIN had no enemy contact throughout the 
day, remaining in the vicinity of BS 911058 and conducting a police 
of the battlefield. The 3d and 4th Bns of the ARVN 40th Regiment 
were relieved in place by the 3d and 4th Vietnamese Marine Bns of 
Marino Task Force Alpha (MTFA) and had no contact during the day. 

(7) 12 Dec: (Tab D) MTFA and TF DOLPHIN a3 a combined 
force and TF 1-12 Cav began pursuit of the 22nd NVA Regiment north 
with Marine Task Force Aipha/TF DOLPHIN on the left, and TF 1-12 
Cav on the right. D 1-50 and D 1-12 who were linked up at the 
boundary separating TF 1-12 and Marine Task Force Alpha, became engaged 
with an unknowü sised enemy fo:;ca vicinity D5 917073 at ?.055 hours. 
Artillery, ARA, and a successful flanking movetnent from the cast 
eliminated this last pocket c£ resistance. The pursuit carried to 
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the O&E-VJ grid line with no further contact. 1-8 Cav and 2-8 Cav 
continued to operate in their U3signed area of operations but had 
no significant sightings or contacts, 

(8) 13 Dec: (Tab D) TF l-r.2 Cav continued th9 pursuit 
north during the day and had only one contact, B 1-12 ambushed an 
estimated squad of KVA at BS 917088 at 0630 hours and contact was 
broken shortly thereafter. The Task Force continued to work on 
"Sniper's Island" (ES 915037), destroying bunkers and fighting 
positions there, and had no further contact with the enemy. The 1-8 
Cav and 2-8 Cav continued to conduct search and destroy operations in 
their assigned area of operations, the 3.-8 Cav searching tract of 
Highway 1 and 2-8 Cav searching from their blocking positions to the 
south. Neither of these units had any significant sightings or contact 
throughout the day, 7? DOLPHIN continued to conduct search and 
destroy operations vicinity BS 919096 but had no significant contact 
throughout the day. Marino Task Force Alpha concluded the5j» operation 
aid returned south to VneLr normally-^signed AO at 0830 hours» 

(9) 14 Dec: (Tab D) All elements of the Brigade and 40th 
AfiVli Regiment continued search and destroy operations in their assigned 
A0

!
S but had no significant sightings or contact. The 1-50 Mech Hq, 

B and D Cösrpanieb" %-e:;o rc\,u::r.u'\ 'x -rha 2\ 3d &  0000 hours* 

(1C) 15 Dec: (Tab E) In response to an intelligence report 
indicating that an N7A force vras located in the' vicmiiy of 
3;i 920050, the 1st Bde moved the 1-2.2 Cav to that general vicinity and 
made heavy contact with elements of the 22d NVA Regiment, At the time 
of receipt of the intelligence report, B 1-12 was located vicinity BS 
930050 and C 1-12 was located vicinity BS 936047. D 1-12 air assaulted 
vicinity BS 922052 from LZ ENGLISH at C719 hours and all companies 
began the search for the enemy<, At 0810 hours contact was initiated 
by C 1-12, All companies began to close into the *are&.af 
contact. A request was forwarded to the 1st ACD for an additional 
Mech Company from 1-50 Mech and approval was granted. C 1-12 moved 
to vicinity BS 918053 and was heavily engaged. B 1-12 moved west 
to vicinity BS 921055 and was in moderate contact. D 1-12 moved 
southwest and then to the north executing a flanking movement and 
was in light to heavy contact throughout the movement. The company 
succeeded in penetrating the enemy positions to vicinity 33 913054. 
A (••} 1-50 Mech became OPCOW to 1-1? Cav at 1455 hours and moved into 
position with C 1-3.2 for another attack. Intensive tactical vdr 
strikes and an artillery preparation were used in an attempt to 
neutralise enemy positions and at 1530 hours A (-) 3-50 Mech and C 
1-12 Cav attacked to the north. This attack wa3 repulsed by savage 
eneagr resistance and all elements pulled back to break contact and 
allov' heavy artillery fires to soften the enemy positions, By 1745 
hours contact was broken and all elements were in their rJ.sht defensive 
positions. During the period of .contact elements of 1-8 Civ, 2-8 Cav, 
öri the 40th AßVN Rfgiment were being moved ir.to blocking p<vutic:w 
north, west and soith oS the point e? contact. B 1-8 au* assaulted 
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to vicinity ES 910063 at 15?.5 hoar» and established blocking positions 
to tho north. A 2-5 Cav air- assaulted from IS 764034 to vicinity 33 
936C42 at 1325 hours and established blocking positions south of the 
point of contact, D 2-8 moved to vicinity BS 920044 at .1330 hssure 
and blocked possible enemy routes of egress to the southwest. A Co 
and D Co, 2-3 Cav established seven (7) platoon-size blocking 
positions from tho 91 N-S grid line ea3t to the ocean along the 04 
E-W grid line and complete3.y en*, off the routes of egress to the south 
and southeast, The i»0th ARVN Regiment closed the massive Gordon 
of contact area by moving the 3d Bn (-) and one APC troop to blocking 
positions vicinity BS 900050 and the /+th Bn to BS 903043, positioned 
on escape routos to tho west. By nightfall, seven US Companies and 
two ARVN Battalions were in the contact area (B, C, 1) 1-12 Cav, B 1-8 
Cav, A, D 2-S Cav, A (-) 1-50 Mech, and 3d Bn (-),'4th Bn, 4-th AKVN). 
Continuous battlefield illumination was provided during ths hours 
of darkness by UH-SH flaveships. Moonshine and Spooky, Heavy artillery 
fires were used constantly curing the night to neutralized ths eneny 
positions and interdict routes of sgrsss. 

(11) 16 Dec: (Tab E) The attack on T.1SKBQ JAM (l) began-at 
1030 hours after six (6) tactical cir :ctrikes, a CS str5ics and a tex>. 
(10) minute artillery preparation by four batteries. The coordinated 
attack was made from south to north by C 1-50 Koch, who became CPC0N 
T? 1-12 Cav at 0945 hours, on the left, A (-; 1-50 Kech on the right 
with C 1-12 following the two mech companies. The attack through the 
village was ccsploted at 3200 hours with the attacking force meeting 
only light resistance. At .1300 hours a vigorous pursuit of the 
enemy was initiated with A and D 2-8 Cav and C 1-50 Mech (0PCGN 2-8 
Cav at 1400 hours) pursuing to tho north to viciiiity BS 932062, T? 
1-12 Cav continued to police the battlefield during the afternoon 
of 16 Dec. The 1-3 Cav continued to search for elements of the 22d 
NVA Regiment on the BONG SOW Plain west of Highway 1 but had no 
signif sant sightings or contact throughout the day. The 2d Bn 
replaced the 4th Bn, 40tn AHViä Regiment and with the 3d Bn (-) 
remained in their blocking positions to the west but had no contact 
with the enemy. 

(12) 17 Bee: TF 1-12 Cav with a platoon of A Co, $oh 
Engineers continued to police the battlefiold and destroy eneiry 
fortifications in HOTS Uli (:) S? 2-8 Cav continued the pursuit 
ncrth to vicinity BS 922076 but did not reestablish contact with 
the 22d NVA Regiment. The 1-8 Cav continued to search for elements 
of the 2M NVA Regiment on the BCNG SON Pf'.ain w*ct of Highway 1 but had 
no significant sightings during the day. The 2d Bn and 3d En (-;, 40th ARVN 
Ksgt conducted pursuit of tha enemy to the northeast from their 
blocking positions but had no significant contact, 

(13) 13 Bee: All e3.emsnts of the 1st Bde eziz 40th 
AKVN Regiment continued to search for the f'.<:d NVA Regiment c:; the 
BONG SOU Plain but had no significant contact t-.:roughou-:* the day. 
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(14) 19 Dec: >«^" I'; IfcrJAs too mfcraiag Loo» J&U elemest-s 
of the l3t Bde continued to cearch Tor the 22d WA Segiment. At HID 
hours a reliable intelligence report pinpointed elements of the 22d KVA 
Esgiment vicinity 3S 945010, Aerial reconnaissance of tiio area by 
A Troop, 1-9 Cav revealed an antenna wire leading to a large bunker 
complex. At 1408 hours, D 2-8 was air assaulted to vicinity BS 955010 to 
exploit this intelligence ar*2 was engaged by an unknown 3ise enemy 
force vicinity BS 953010, D Co immediately broke contact to allow 
tactical air strikes and artillery to neutralize the area end. three 
more companies were air assaulted to the west and south of the contact 
area to block routes of egress s As D 2-8 was pulling back to break 
contact, an airborne Psychological Warfare Team orbited the area 
telling the civilians to leave the village and encouraging the EVA 
to surrender, A few of the civilians obeyed the message and departed 
to the south to feet out of the target area but the NVA refused to 
surrender, A total of six air strikes were used and by 1700 hours the 
pinpoint accuracy of the Air ?orce had completely destroyed the 
bunker complex. By 11*00 hours all areas around the contact were 
occupied by blocking forces with D 2-3 on the east, B 2-8 on the 
southern periphery, G 2-C to the west, D 1-6 (OPCGtf 2-3 Cav) to the^ 
southeast and the BONG- SON River blocking escape routes to the north. 
The four companies established platoon 3ise blocking positions whi.^e 
Lightning Bug szvi Aft& patrolled the river. Continuous battlefield \ 
illiLTdnation was provided by TJIi-lH flareshipe, Moonshine and Spooky- 
while heavy artillery fires hit the target area throughout the night. 
The 1-8 Cav and 1-12 Cav had no significant contact during thn day. 
Several times during the night the ener:rv was sighted crossing the 
river to the north and engaged by artillery and ARA. A true assessment 
was impossible but many casualties were undoubtedly inflicted. 

(15) 20 Dec: (£& F> 2fcr=r ■<:? ?Ä^ and SartflSKlre artilleay 
fires were used to neutralise the contact area prior to the attack to 
the west by D 2-8 at 1000 hours, A coordinated attack with D 2-8 Cav 
and C 1-50 Moch on line had been planned but swift tidal currents and 
steep muddy banks in the SONG S0)l I&ver prevented C 1-50 Moch from 
crossing to join the attack* The accuracy and devastation of the air 
and artillery fires had completely eliminated the enemy resistance 
and D 2-8 completed the attack through AN NGH2EP with no contact. 

(16) Although the Battle of TAX QUAN officially ended 
at 202400 hours December, 1967, the 2-8 Cav remained in AN NGHD£P for 
three (5) days digging through the demolished bunkers and fortified 
positions recovering enemy bodies and \*eapons. These figures are 
reflected in the totals for the Battle of TAM QUAN. 

b. Support. 

(1) Aviation: The organic and supporting aviation 
elements provided the following support tc the 1st Brigade during the 
Battle oiT TAM WAN. 

(&)   1st Mo Avn Pit 

COhJFlDkNTJJbL 
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1. OKtf: 

£. 

Totel hours flown 
Average hours flown per A/C 
Average hours flown per da7 per 
A/C 
Total number of missions 
Total number of sorties 
Average number of missions flown 
per A/C per day 
Average number of sorties flown 
per A/C per day 

g.  ÜH-1H (CO) 

a* 

Total hours flown 
Average hours flown per A/C 
Average hours flown per day 
por A/C 
Total number of missions 
Total number of sorties 
Average number of missions flown 
per A/C per day 
Average number of sorties flown 
pat A/C pay- day 

(b) 229th Avn En 

3*. Total hoars flown 
2. Total log sorties 
2.. Total tons of cargo logged 
i» Total combat sorties 
£. Total combat troops carried 
6. Total hours flown by gunships 
2. Total escort sorties flown by 

gunships 
13, UH-1H aircraft utilised as CC's flew 

a total of 120 hours. 

(c) 226th Avn Bn 

276.5 
60 

40 
156 
485 

7.2 

31 

237.7 
63 

4c3 
163 
649 

3.7 

13,2 

432 
1829 
2973 
1727 
4603 
125 

315 

i. Total hours flown 
£. Total PAX transported 
2,. Total tons cargo carried 

913 
12064 
1529 

(2) Artillery: 2«19th Artillery and ARA provided close 
and continuous fire support during the entire period. Expenditures for 
the period were: 

(a)   Missions: 3,erved , rnc-vn or s nppoftto^fty ffifcg. 
598 ,'V?ö' 
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y '.-••...;:.      (b)v jBnx     ';■»   >ß   S£    a»    ssm to, 
53T Vp3s   4C266   2U.0   1C?4      566      1070     4540 

(c)   Ammo: ffSflQSA   SSSSfflLiOLÄSaB^Jßft 
Sör nißKlon:       294&9 9*2 

*0?5        45AC6 

(3) Air Pirs«*: Air fi?es wer© responrive and accurate. 
The volume, flexibility and adaptability of the air effort in »;sgpcrt of 
the Battle of TAM QUAN was outstanding. Support i'cr the Sattle cf &tit 
QUAN v»*i: 

(a) Total Mi3C*:lons: 

i.. 5? FAC 
2, 13 Skytnots 
2. 2 H*£A Owls 

(b) Total sorties 

JU. IMCC - .146 
2. 3 57 «■ 2 
I.   F4C - 11 

(c) Ordnance Kscpencod 

£,. 3^. K 32 High Drag Bombs (79.5 tons) 
£. 225 M 117 GP Bombs (87,6 tons} 

""'■'■' Jf 116 NAP (44.5 tons) 
I..   2?400 rds 20MM  ' ;;     < 

(d) Bomb Damans Assessment 

Dj. 13.8 Military structures destroyed 
g.  43 Military structures damaged 
2-  45 Bunkers destroyed 
4.  18 Bankers damaged 

^   .           £.  3 Bankers uncovered' 
£t 905 Meters of trench uncovered 
£. 150 Cal MG position destroyed 

battle was: 

(4) Engineer; A •Comnanv. 8th Enpineew* or^vided 

(a) 9 Engineer platoon days (demolitions, minesweepa. 
7  and police of the battlefield). 

(b) 2Z> BöHdosers l:c-rs 

x: •*• ^ ii-,.s,  • ,LJC) '% Howr8 *ltu ^'-4 (2a;tküce) 
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12. (C) £B!BS^SÄS52USL£SKSi!E5.. Adsrfaistrative and loglstt.eal 
support during the Battle o£ "AM QI'AN continued to operate in an out- 
standing aanner end presented no major problems. 

Mi* • 

W. (c) HEUB. 
a. Friendly Losses:    US      AHVN 

(1) KIA 58      30 
(2) VIA 250      71 

b9   Enemy Leases; 

(1) KIA (EC)       650 (US & ARVN combined .figures) 
(2) PÜW 3 &7A, 29 VC (US only) 
(3) Weapons Losses: (US only) 

(a) 2? Al 47* s 
(b) 30 rifles (SSS'e, KL Carbines, MAS 36, & ,.• 

Mauser) 
(c) 3 B 40 EL 
(d) 2 75 PP. 
(e) 6 H?D L1I0 
(f) 3 7*62 CKICCH Jftpe 53 HMS 
(g) 3 pistols 

(4) Equipment Losses: 

(a) 31 Ilortar rounds 
(b) 3 Bangalore Torpedoes 
(c) 4 RR rounds 
(d) 7240 rounds small arm3 anno 
(e) 2B /jO EL rounds 
(f ) 52 grenades 
(e) 26 £&s masks 
(h) 1000 ft VD 1 
(i) 4 mines 
(j) 1 Field telephone 
(k) 2 pair binoculars 

14. (C) fflSUSSBBäJSilSBl&*   She Battle of TAM QUAN uas the 
largest and mo3t successful batt2.e conducted by the 1st Bde thus far 
during Operation FEESKING. The tremendous success realized in this 
battle cannot be credited to the Bde alone. The victory is equally 
shared in the outstanding and courageous participation by allies, 
other services and other units not normally fo*md operating with the 
1st Bde. The force that was molded on the field of battlo during 
the period 6-20 December 196? wa9 an unbeatable combination of air, 
land and sea elements fully supported by outctancirg combat support 
*nd combat service support «rait« of all typos and mission-, It vra? 
a distinct pleasure to command rnd acreoiato ;iith the ^r";>:,?,, quick 
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reacting, flexible and tireless team of professionals vjho participated 
in the several engagements of tlie Battle" of TAM QUAN, Their one 
burning goal, to find and defeat the enemy, became a realisation in 
gaining this important victory. 

) t, "ff) ;t)orM l/k'c 
DÖiJALD V. RATTAN 

CL^U-0<^w 

Colonel, Infantry 
Commanding 

Inclosures 1 - Lessons Learned 
2 - Sketch Maps 

DISTRIBUTIV 
12 1st ACD 
1 1-5 Cav 
1 2-S Cav 
1 1-12 Cav 
1 2-19 Arty 
1 2-20 Arty 
2 8th Engr 
1 3.1th Avn Gp 
1 223th ACH En 
1 229th AH Bn 
1 ALO (USAF) 
1 13th Sig 
1 Spt Cmd 

10 Bde HHC 
1 2d Bde 
1 3d Ede 
6 S3 
1 1-50 Mech 
2 1-9 Cav 
1 Mil. Hist 
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1« (C) LESSON LBAFUEDS Thfr meet efficient way to eliminate 
enemy bunker and fortified positions is by TAG AIR. 

a. Discussion: During the Battle of TAM CM the 22(1 NVA 
fought from well prepared bunkers and trenches. While hca-?y artillery 
is effective against the amtier bunkers., the time involved in adjusting 
and completing a precision dostmoti.-m mission on ea*;h target precedes 
its vise as the sole means of eliminating bunkers ar^ fortified positions. 
Medium and light arti3.1ery has no effect what-so-*ver on the bvnkers 
and trenches typically used by the MVA. *soless one receives a direct hit« 

b. Observation: TAG AIR must be included in the commander !s 
plans for the destruction of bunker and trench networks used by the NVA. 
A combination of Mil? 750 lb3 and 500 lb High.Drag bombs to destroy the 
bunkers and collapse the trenches and napalm to destroy enemy personnel 
proved very effective during the Battle of TAK QUA?!., 

2. (C) LESSON LEARNED: CS is valuable in forcing the enemy from 
their positions, 

a. Discussion: During the Battle of TAK QUAK tremendous 
success was realised in employing a coEbir&ticn of riot control 
agent CS followed by artillery T0T{3. A problem ocenrod when the E 
153 modules were cropped from below ndaimnR. altitude „ The modules 
did not have enough time to properly activate and the .desired target 
coverage was not achieved. 

b. Observation: The use of C5 in a battle area requires 
detailed prior planning. Provisions arust bo made for packaging and de- 
faring, gas aacka at the proper time to prevent" unnecessary delays 
in the execution of the battle plan. Pilots frying the helicopters 
dispensing the E 158. modules sraet be educated in proper methods 
of deployment, altitude, direction of flight, troop dispositions and 
wind-drift factors. 

3, (C) IESSQK. LEARNED: Flrme thrower Al\J*s can be effectively 
used"to-neutralise enemy fortifications. 

a. Discussion: The importance of employing flame- thrower 
APC»s with.mech infantry was- brought out in the early stages of the 
Battle of TAM QUAN. There were several occasions where £he flame 
tracks were able to maneuver to a position to eliminate pockets of 
resistance- in bunkers and trenches. Had the flams throwers not been 
available. friendly casualties would have been "considerably higher, 

b. Observation:' Tlf^ethrou-sr^radcs-can be- employed well 
forward with attacking mech and infantry unit3 vrith gro?,i. success, 
With inhorantiaohility* and. jarmers<L .protection, -the f lams tracks .are 
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invaluable 5a the close-quarter fighting tii^t is peculiar to the type 
terrain encountered in this battle. 

4. (C) LSSSON IEARNED: Combat Engineers should be used to follow 
the infantry and destroy bunkers and trenches, improve crossing sites 
for tracks and heavy equipment, and establish LZ*3 for re3upp3y and 
Medevac, 

a. Discussion: A need for Engineer support developed quick}y 
during the Battle of TAM QJJAN when it became apparont that the APC*s 
were having difficulty getting into the area cf contact. Thi3 occured 
daring the first evening of the battle and plans were immediately 
formulated to send engineer support into the area. The engineers 
were used to construct a causeway for the APC'e, clear an LZ frr 
resupply and Medevac and to destroy tho bunker and trench networks 
in the battle areas. 

b„ Observation: Ccirmanders should quickly recognise a need 
for engineer support if the need does css'.Bt«, It is impractical for the 
infantry to carry the demolitions required to destroy all bunkers and 
trenches found in a battle area v&en the engineers can bring in heavy 
equipment to do the job. The timely clearing of an LZ is extremely 
important for resupply and Medevac and there are tines Wann crossing 
sites must be made to permit access by trackod vehicles and heavy equip- 
ment into the battle area, 

5. (C) LESSON LEKRNSD: The battlefield must be policed after all 
contact has ceased. 

a. Discussion: The majority cf weapons, documents ar.d other 
valuable intelligence items were found br units remaining in the battle 
area to conduct «. police of the battlefield. This timo was also used 
to have engineers destroy the bunker? and trenches. Each of the battle 
areas were thoroughly policed after each contact and the results justified 
tho use of company eise units to accoinlish this. 

b. Observation: Tise must be allowed for units to remain in 
areas of significant contact to conduct a thorough police of the 
battlefield and destroy all fortifications. 

6. (C) L5SS01J LEARNSD: Routes of enemy egress from a m^jor 
contact area must be interdicted, 

a. Discussion: The 3attle of TAM QUAN once again proved the 
importance of surrounding the battle area with forces to inhibit and 
ir.terTact energy movement out of the area of contact. The normal pattern 
of the NVA is to fight until dark and then evade from the battle area. 
Although it is impossible to block all eneiay escape, many casualties 
are inflicted, a psychological advantage is obtained and the enemy is 
further disorganized and confused by sufficient blocking forces and 
an adequate plan of blocking fires • Ä system vas hafetttialty used 
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throughout the Battle of ?AM QUAN to accomplish this inhibiting 
maneuver while still allowing free room for fires in the contact 
area without endangering friendly troops. 

h. Observation: Plans to contain the battle area should be 
made earl?r incorporating a system of platoon sized blocking positions, 
blocking fires and sufficient illumination to inhibit enemy escape 
from a contact area during darkness. 

7. (C) LESSON LEARNED: Constant illumination is required on the 
battlefield during the hours of darkness. 

a. Discussion: Early planning was necessary to insure that 
after night defensive positions wore established by elements in contact, 
illumination was provided by a combination of ÜII-1H flareships, Moonshine 
and Spooky, The constant ilium nation hindered the enemy1 s attempt 
to move out of contact areas and permitted accurate artillery firejs to 
hit his positions. Problems did occur because of the long reaction 
time required to gt?t Moonshine or Spooky on station. Gaps in the 
periods of illumination by Moonshine and Spooky were filled by organic 
flarsships or artillery illumination, 

b. Observation: The decision to use or not U3e Air Force 
illumination should be made as sarly as possible after initial contact 
is made. This will allow sufficient time for the request to be 
forwarded through channels and have the aircraft on station at the 
required time. The Air Force aircraft have a longer station time and 
are much better thc^v organic flareships for long periods of illumination. 
Refueling time for these au\,:*aft c«n bo covered by other Air Force 
aircraft, organic flareships or tube illumination« 

8. (C) LESSON LEARNED: A?C's should use colored number panels 
to permit easy identification from the air. 

a. Discussion: There were periods 'when the movement and maneuver 
of the APC's had to be controlled from the air. It was extremely 
difficult to identify a specific track or tracks from the air and relay 
the identification to the commander on the ground. Valuable time was 
wasted by not being able to clearly identify elements of the mech 
companies from the air. 

b. Observation: Colored number panels should be displayed on 
each APC. This will allow quick identification and permit the 
commander in the air to relay specific information to the commander on 
the ground. 

9. (C) .USSSCN LEARNED: Units must not cordon contact areas in a 
manner that will deny tho use of artillery and sir fires. 

a. Discussion: On no occasion during the Battle of TAM 
QUAN were units aJlcued to clcs^ so tightly arc^d a contact area 
that the use of arti3J.ery and air fires would be severely restricted, 
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This would have denied the commander one of his most valuable 
advantages and means of neutralising tI;o enemy positions. 

b, observation: Commanders must insure that their units 
are not deployed in such a aarc*c that it restricts the use of his 
most powerful punch. Casualties vd?j. be greatly reduced if v?:\t* ?x& 
positioned to allow maximum delivery of arti3JLery and air fires. 

10. (C) L5SSGN LEARNED: Clearance for air strikes in an ARVN A0 
must be initiated immediately. 

a. Discussion: The procedure for clearing an air strike 
in the ARVN A0 is detailed and time consuming,. Requests for clearance 
must go through channels to the Z?A ARVN Division Kq and or. one occasion 
it took one and a quarter hours for an immediate air strike to be 
delivered. 

b. Observation: A procedure to expedite clearance requests 
in the ARVN A0 was adopted. A grid is assumed in the expected area 
of contact and the request initiated for clearance prior to the 
request for air support. VJhen the need for air fires became apparent, 
clearance had already been granted. This saved valuable time and 
allowed timely delivery of ordnance. 

11. (C) LESSON LEARNED: Tanks are necessary in battles on th3 
BONG SON Plain. 

a. Discussion: It ic apparent that armor would have been 
invaluable during the Batt*  >f TAM QUAN, Sufficient access routes 
into all areas of contact wt. e available and the use of tanks to 
attack the enemy fortified positions would have greatly reduced 
friendly casualties. The M 113 proved valuable bv.t lack the heavy 
fires and armored protection cf *L\ K l\Z or M 60. 

b. Observation: A t?.r£r. company should be attached to the 
1st Bcie for use in the BONG SOU Plaine The availability of tanks 
would greatly enhance the brigade*s operations and increase it3 
flexibility and firepower while greatly decreasing vulnerability and 
casualties in large scale contacts. 

12 (C) LESSON LEARNS): 
used to exaloit a CS attack. 

0Ci-13fs helicopters can be effective3.y 

a. During the afternoon of 8 December the 1st-Brigade Scouts, 
flying fr/ro (2} 0H-13:s observation helicopters, were employed to 
e^p?.oit the effects of an aerial delivered CS attack, lirfcdiately 
after the CS attack, the Scout Team, with aviator ard gunnor/observer 
rearing protective masks, flew into the gass?d area to oboorve enemy 
movements and to deliver effective automatic weapons fire on enemy 
personnel attempting to flee the area. The Scouts were atHe to 
ingage several enemy troops attempting to esoape the effects ot Ue C5. 

CÖtfF\&ENiTfcW 
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b. Observation: Scout hclicooters can be effectively used to 

exploit a CS attack. Although visibility is restricted by the protective 
mask and CS cloud, a close working team of observation helicopters *\«a 
exploit a gas attack. 

13. (C) LESSON LEARNED; Track shrouds must be used by M 113» s 
in crossing a fast moving body of water. 

a. Discussion: On 19 and 20 December 67 a mech company 
moving to contact was unable to swim the BONG SON Rii'er because of 
tha loss of maneuverability in the midstream currant. The tracks did 
not have track shrouds mounted« 

b. Observation: Had track shrouds been mounted, the M 113f8 
might have negotiated the river and would then have been available 
for the attack of AN GHEP on 20 Dec. 

14. (C) IESS0N LEAI&TED: Sequence of attack on a fortified 
position in the 3QNG SON Plain, 

a. Discussion: The terrain of the 30NG SON Plain has been 
di3cribed as a comoination of GUADALCANAL and the hedgerows of .üWüTiX» 
An attack against a flank is impossible because the enemy defends 
in a small perimeter (Outline of a fortified village). To change 
directions in the attack of the enemy and to engage him in two or more 
directions in tha limited area that the ona^y occupies is difficult 
and has several disadvantages«. Attars fron several directions must 
be closely controlled and even then ther« is a good chance that casualties 
will be taken 'oy friendly units from frieno'y small arms fire. The 
chief disadvantage is that v/::Ls method wij.i restrict the one big 
advantage of fire power in the fcrsi artillery and v,«.-.« r.5r. 

b. Observation: The solution to the sequence cf attou, cf 
a fortified enemy position adootoc^ by this unit in tha 2attle of TAW 
QUAN is: 

(1) Contact fully developed by infantry and aerial scouts 
to develope size and shape of enemy position. 

(2) Air fires are massed to the point of complete devast- 
ation of the area by 750 lb and 500 lb High Drag (low ceiling) bombs 
mixed with Napalm. 

(3) Artillery fires are used constantly on tha enemy 
positions and to block enemy escape. 

(4) Contact area is ringed by units in platoon sized 
blocking positions to inhibit enemy escape. 

(5) LLiwninaiioft is planned to light entire contact area 
fcr the duration of all periods of darkness. 

eoMFtcrKftku 
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(6) Air and artillery fires are increased in tempo        ^ 

prior to any attack. Riot control agent CS is used to drive the 
enemy out of prepc-red positions into a following artillery TOT and 
exploitation by «^rial scouts and gunships. 

(7) Attacking elements are preceded by armored 
vehicles with flamethrower tracks and portable flamethrowers used 
well forward. 

(8) Each attacking unit is echeloned in depth to provide 
follow-up units to mop up by passed pockets of enemy resistance and to 
secure medevac operations and lost or damaged equipment, 

•V 
(9) Engineers with heavy equipment and other maneuver 

units follow .to corwhiet thorough battlefield police. 

» 

\ 
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Sketch maps of contact areas are indicated in the following tabs: 

Tab A 6 Dec 67 
Tab B 7 Dec 67 
Tcb C 8 to 10 Dec 67 
Täb D 11 to 14 Dec 67 
Tab E 15 to 16 Dec 67 
Tab F 19 to 20 Dec 67 
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